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Discrete Wavelets and Multiresolution Analysis 
Henk J. A. M. Heijrnans 
Abstract. In this paper we present an elementary discussion of the discrete 
wavelet transform. A major problem is formed by the construction of an or-
thonormal wavelet basis of the Hilbert space of square integrable functions. It is 
shown that the concept of a multiresolution analysis is very helpful to make such 
a construction. With every multiresolution analysis one can associate a father 
wavelet, the translates of which define an orthonormal system, and a mother wa-
velet which forms the basis for the discrete wavelet transform. This transform 
can be associated with two filtering operations and their adjoints; in practice 
these are used to get a pyramid-like decomposition of a signal. The abstract 
theory is illustrated by means of two concrete examples, the sine-wavelet and 
the Meyer-wavelet. 
§1 Introduction 
For a long time the Fourier transform has been the most useful technique for the 
frequency analysis of a signal. However, due to the fact that sinusoids have an 
infinite support, such an approach has undesirable effects if one deals with signals 
which are localized in time or space (speech, imagery). So there is definitely a need 
for transforms which are not only localized in frequency but also in space. As an 
instance of such a transform we discuss the discrete wavelet transform. This is a 
mapping T: L2 (lR) ---+ i 2 ('7l2) of the form 
(T/)n,k = (J, 'l/Jn,k) = l f(x)'l/Jn,k(x)dx, 
where 'l/Jn,k is of the form 
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and where the function 'lj;, known as the mother wavelet, satisfies 
L 1/J(x)dx = o. 
Note that as n approaches -oo, the coefficients c"k(f) = (f, 1/Jn,k) express the high-
frequency content off in a small neighbourhood of kanb, that is, they represent 
characteristics of the signal present at a smaller and smaller scale. 
The linear operator T has a bounded inverse on its range if 
for some constants 0 < A ::; B < oo. If this condition holds then the set { 1/Jn,k I 
n, k E 7l} is called a frame. In that case f can be reconstructed from the wavelet 
coefficients (/, tPn,k); (see [4]). 
In this paper we are particularly interested in the case where the 1/Jn,k constitute 
an orthonormal basis of L 2 (JR.). Furthermore we deal exclusively with the case where 
a=2andb=l. 
Example 1.1. The Haar wavelet basis. 
The prototype example of a wavelet transform, which we consider at several in-
stances in this paper, is given by the so-called Haar wavelet basis. Here 1/J equals 
{ 
1, 
"l/J(x) = -1, 
0, 
0::; x < ! 
! ::; x < 1 
otherwise. 
Note that JR if;(x)dx = 0. The functions 1/Jn,k, n, k E 7l, given by 1/Jn,k(x) 
r~lf>(2-"x - k) define an orthonormal basis of L2 (R) called the Haar basis. 
Figure 1. The Haar wavelet basis: the scaling function <P 
(left; see Section 3 for a definition) and the wavelet 1/J (right). 
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Recall that the Fourier transform of f is defined as 
lm = L. e-i:r€ f (x)dx. 
We denote by L~ the functions on lR which are P-periodic and which satisfy J: lf(x)l2dx < oo. Throughout this paper we shall always use the notion of con-
vergence of a series in the sense of "unconditional convergence" . 
In Section 2 we present a definition of multiresolution analysis. This notion 
underlies the description of the discrete wavelet transform and the construction of a 
mother wavelet. In Section 3 we use Fourier analysis to show that we can associate 
a scaling function (or father wavelet) </> to a given multiresolution analysis. This 
scaling function is determined by a sequence of coefficients h1c. In Section 4 we 
formulate conditions on h1c which guarantee the existence of a scaling function and 
we show, again by Fourier analysis, how this scaling function can be computed. 
Then, in Section 5, we compute the mother wavelet 'ljJ which forms the basic entity 
for the discrete wavelet transform. In Section 6 we show that the coefficients in the 
discrete wavelet transform derive from two filtering operations and their adjoints. 
Finally, in Section 7 we apply our results to two concrete examples, namely the 
sine-wavelet and the Meyer-wavelet. 
§2 Multiresolution analysis 
Now the question arises how one can construct an (orthonormal) wavelet basis. A 
systematic way to do this is by means of a so-called multiresolution analysis. We 
will introduce this concept, which is originally due to Mallat and Meyer, in our 
following definition. Recall that a system { </>1c I k E ll} is called a Riesz basis if it 
is obtained from an orthonormal basis by means of a bounded invertible operator 
[10]. 
Definition 2.1. A multiresolution analysis of L 2 (lR) is a sequence of closed sub-
spaces···, V_i, Vo, V1, Vi,··· such that 
(MI) Vn C Vn-1, n E 'lZi. 
(M2) LJ:=-oo Vn is dense in £ 2 and n:=-oo Vn = {O}. 
(M3) f(x) E Vn ~ f(2x) E Vn-1· 
(M4) J(x) E Vo ~ f (x - k) E Vo, for all k E ll. 
(M5) There exists a function g E Vo such that the collection g(· - k), 
k E 'll is a Riesz basis for Vo. 
We point out that the function g in (M5) is not wiique. Let P,,,, be the orthog-
onal projection of L2 (lR) onto V,,,,. Then condition (Ml) can be restated in terms 
of Pn as follows: 
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Furthermore, condition (M2) means that 
fun Pnf = /, lim Pnf = 0, 
fl.-+-00 n-+oo 
for every f E L2 (1R.). Finally, condition (M3) can be expressed as 
(2.1) 
where D0 is the dilation operator given by (Da.f)(x) = JaJ-! f(x/a). 
Example 2.2. The Haar wavelet basis 
Take Vn to be the space of functions in L 2 (1R) which are piecewise constant on the 
intervals [2nk, 2n(k+ 1)). It is obvious that the conditions (Ml)-(M5) are satisfied 
if we take for g the characteristic function of the interval [O, 1). Notice that in this 
case the functions g(· - k), k E 2Z, constitute an orthonormal basis of Vo. It is easy 
to check that the projection Pn is given by 
12"(1c+l) (Pnf)(x) = rn f(y)dy, 
2"k 
In this example the elements of the subspaces Vn are only piecewise continuous, 
and as a consequence the projection Pnf converges to f very slowly as n-+ oo. To 
obtain faster approximations one has to assume some additional regularity for the 
functions in Vn, or in other words, for the function g. We give a formal definition. 
Definition 2.3. A function f E L 2 (1R) is said to be regular if it is continuously 
differentiable and satisfies 
c 
l/(x)I :$ 1 + x2 , l/'(x)I :$ 1 f x2, 
for some constant C > 0 and every x E :JR. A multiresolution a.nalysis is said to be 
regular if the function g in (M5) is regular. 
Example 2.4. Higher order splines 
The space Vo in the example of the Haar basis consists of l'st order splines. In this 
example we consider splines oforder r ~ 1. Let Vo= {! E L2(1R) If E cr-l and f 
is a polynomial of degree ::S r on every integer interval [k, k + 1]}. If, for instance, 
r = 1 then Vo consists of piecewise affine functions. Defining the Vn by dilation 
of Vo, one easily derives that (Ml)-(M4) are satisfied. Let x be the characteristic 
function of the interval [O, 1] and define the r-fold convolution x*r = x * x * · · · * X· 
One can show that g = x*(r+l) satisfies (M5). The functions x(· - k) form an 
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orthonormal basis for Vo in the case r = 0. This, however, is no longer true if r 2: 1. 
Note that if r = 1, the function g = x*2 is given by 
{ x, g(x) = 2 - x, 
0, 
O:S:x:S:l 
1 ::; x ::; 2 
outside (0, 2]. 
Using that x(x) = x(2x) + x(2x-1) we find by a straightforward computation that 
g = x·2 satisfies 
1 1 g(x) = 2g(2x) + g(2x - 1) + 2g(2x - 2); 




Figure 2. The scaling function g = x*2 for 
second order splines. 
Similar expressions can be derived for x•r if r 2: 1. 
§3 Orthonormal basis of multiresolution analysis 
In the last example we have seen that for splines of order 2: r the basis elements 
x•(r+l)(· - k) are not orthonormal. In this section we will show, using standard 
Fourier techniques, that for every multiresolution analysis {Vn} one can always find 
a function 4> E Vo such that the functions <P( · - k), k E 'lZ form an orthonormal 
basis. In that case <P will be called the scaling function or also the father wavelet of 
the multiresolution analysis {Vn}· 
Assume that Vo C L2 (JR) is such that (M4)-(M5) hold. If f E V0 then it can 
be decomposed as 
00 
f(x) = L akg(x - k), (3.1) 
k=-oo 
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where a= (ak) E ( 2 (2Z). Now we take the Fourier transform at both sides, change 
summation and integration (which is allowed since the Fourier transform is a con-
tinuous operator) and arrive at 
00 
f((.) = L ake-ikeg((,). 
k=-oo 
Let AJ EL~,,. be given by A1((.) = E~-oo ake-•k( The next lemma shows that 
we can decompose the infinite sum representing f((.). 
Lemma 3.1. Let a= (ak) E f2(2Z) and g E L2(JR). Then 
00 00 L ake-ikeg((.) = ( L ake-ik{). g((,), 
k=-oo k=-oo 
where convergence is taken in the L2-norm and the first factor at the right-hand-side 
is interpreted as an element of L~.,... 
Proof: In the proof we use the following result twice. If fn is a sequence in L2 (r2), 
where n is a measure space , and fn --+ f as n--+ oo in the £ 2-norm, then there is 
a subsequence {np}p such that 
fn,(Y)--+ f(y), p-+ oo, for a.e. y En; 
(see [8, Thm 3.12]). We apply this to the sequence {Ei1ci:::;N ake-;1ce9((,)} N and find 
that there is a subsequence {Np} such that 
for a.e. (, E JR. Now consider the term (ElkJ:::;N, a1cc•1ce)g(~) at the left hand-
side. We know that Elk!SN, ake-ik· converges to E~-oo a1ce-ik· in the £~.,..-norm. 
Hence there is a subsequence {Pi} i such that 
for a.e. (, E JR. This proves the result. • 
From this lemma we may conclude that f E V0 if and only if 
(3.2) 
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for some A f E £~11". The norm of J is given by 
where we have used that A1 is 27r-periodic. Putting 
00 
r(E) = ( L 19CE + 2h)l 2 ) ! (3.3) 
lc=-oo 
we get that 
(3.4) 
Lemma 3.2. Let Vo C L2(R) and g E V0 be such that (M4)-(M5) hold. Then there 
exist C 1, C2 > 0 such that 
(3.5) 
The proof can be found in (7, Thm II.1, p. 27]. 
We define U : Vo --+ L2 [0, 27r] as the bounded linear operator which maps the 
function g(· - k) to (27r)-!e-ilcT, or more generally 
(3.6) 
It is obvious that U is injective. To show that U is surjective take an arbitrary 
h E L2 (0,27r]. Then, thanks to Lemma 3.2, h/r E L2(0,27r] and so there exists a 
sequence (a1c) E £2('ll) such that 
Then 
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Thus U defines an isomorphism. From (3.4) we conclude that U _is also an isometry, 
i.e., llU /II = 11111 for every f E Vo. Thus we arrive at the followmg result. 
Lemma 3.3. U is an isometric isomorphism. 
Assume that J E V0. Then there is a sequence (ak) E £2('ZZ,) such that f = 
2:~-oo akg(- - k). Then 
Furthermore, JW = :Z::~-oo ake-ikeg(f.). Combination of both expressions yields 
that 
1 j(f,) (U f)(f,) = ..j21r g(f,) r(f,). (3.7) 
Note that 
UJ(· - k) = e-ik·uf, (3.8) 
for every f E V0 . Assume that r/J(· - k), k E 'ZZ, is an orthonormal basis of Vo. 
Then, since U is an isometric isomorphism, U rjJ( · - k) is an orthonormal basis of 
L 2 [O, 211']. Let ek E L2 [0, 211'] be given by 
Then 
(ek, e1) = 12" e-i(k-1)e1u r/J(f.) 12~, 
and (ek,e1) =Oki if IUr/J(DI = l/../21r a.e. Using (3.7) we obtain that a solution is 
given by ~(f.) = g(f.)/f(f,). 
Theorem 3.4. Let Vo C L2 (R) and let g E Vo be such that (M4)-(M5) hold. 
(a) If rjJ E L2(R) is defined by 
(3.9) 
where f(f,) is given by (3.3), then the functions rjJ(- - k) form an orthonormal basis 
of Vo. 
(b) ~If u E L""\R) is a 211'-periodic function with lu(f.)I = 1 a.e., and if(} is defined 
by fJ(e) = a(f.)r/J(f,), then(} E Vo and 8(· - k), k E 'll, is an orthonormal basis ofV0 . 
Conversely, if (} E Vo is such that 11811 = 1 and the functions 8(· - k) are 
orthogonal, then 8(- - k), k E 'ZZ, is an orthonormal basis of Vo and O(f.) = o-(f.)~(f.) 
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where a E L00 (lR) is a 2n-periodic function with ia(~)I = 1 a.e. 
(c) Let </> E Vo be such that the system ef>(· - k), k E Zl, is orthonormal. Then 
00 2.:: l;p(~ + 2k7r)l 2 = 1 a.e. (3.10) 
k=-oo 
Proof: (a) and the first assertion in (b) follow from the arguments given above. 
To prove the second assertion in (b) assume that llBJI = 1 and B(- - k) is orthogonal. 
Define a= .;z::;rue, then UB(· - k) = (2n)-!e-ik·a. Since U is an isometry we get 
that !!all = .;z::;r. Furthermore {e-ik·a I k E Zl} is an orthogonal system and hence 
if k i 0, 
yielding that la(012 is a constant a.e. In combination with llall =$this yields 
that [<1(~)1=1 a.e. We may conclude that the family {(2n)-~e-ik·a I k E 7l} is an 
orthonormal basis of L2[0, 2n] and hence that {8(· - k) I k E :ZZ} is an orthonormal 
basis of V0 . Finally 
er 8 
a= ../2:rrue =-= = """'' 
9 </> 
whence the conclusion follows. 
( c) If ef>( • - k) are orthonormal, then 
From this, the assertion follows. B 
§4 Construction of a scaling function 
A crucial question is how one can find a function ef> such that the translates ef>(· - k) 
are orthonormal and such that the dilation D2t/> lies in the linear space spanned by 
these translates. We start with a lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 9 be a regular function and let the kernel K be given by K(x, y) = 
2:~-oo 9(x - k)g(y - k). Let T>.: L2 (JR) -+ L2 (JR) be the integral operator 
(T>.f)(x) = ,\ J K(.\x,.\y)J(y)dy. 
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The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) lim>.-oo !JT>.f - /112 = 0, for f E L2(R). 
(ii) J K(x, y)dy = 1 fora.ex ER. 
The proof can be found in [5, Lemma 1, p. 74]; (see also (7, Lemma II.13, 
p. 42]). 
Assume that Vn, n E 7Z, defines a regular multiresolution analysis of L2(R) 
generated by the scaling function rjJ, and that { rjJ( · - k) I k E 7l} is an orthonormal 
family. The function <P( ! ·) lies in Vi and hence in Vo, so we can write 
00 




1 1 x -hk=- q)(-)q)(x-k)dx. J2 R 2 (4.2) 
Since rjJ is regular we find that 
(4.3) 




H(~) = - L hke-ik( 
J2 k=-oo 
(4.5) 
In the previous section (cf. Theorem 3.4(c)) we have seen that 
00 L I~(~+ 2k1r)[2 = 1. 
k=-oo 
In combination with ( 4.4) this yields that 
00 00 
1 = L !~(2~ + 2k1r)J2 = L JH(~ + br)J 2 1~(~ + k1r-)12. 
k=-oo k=-oo 
Since H is 27r-periodic we find that 
00 00 
1 = IH(~)l2 L I~(~+ 2k1r)J2 + JH(~ + 7r)J2 L I~(~+ 7f + 2k7r)J2, 
k=-oo k=-oo 
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and hence that 
IH(~)l 2 + IH(~ + 7r)l2 = 1. (4.6) 
Restated in terms of hk this condition reads 
00 L hn-2khn-2! = 6k!· (4.7) 
n=-ex> 
Lemma 4.2. Under the given assumptions 
1 00 
H(O) = y'2 L hk = 1. 
k=-oo 
(4.8) 
This result will follow from (4.4) if we can show that 'ef;(O) I= 0. Actually we 
show below that IJ;°(O)I = 1. We consider the projection operator Pn on vn· Let Po 
be the projection operator on V0 • One easily sees that the following intertwining 
diagram is valid; (see (2.1)). Here Da is the dilation operator given by (Daf)(x) = 
ial-~ f(x/a). 
In particular we have 
£2(lR.) 
D~ lT D2 
£2 (JR.) 
Pn = D2nPoD2-n. 
Now Pof = 2:,~_ 00 (!, ef>(· - k))ef>(· - k), which yields that 
Pof(x) = L K(x, y)f (y)dy, 
where 
00 
K(x, y) = L </;(x - k)tfa(y - k). 
k=-oo 
Since </> is regular we can show that 
c 





for some constant C > 0. From (4.9) we conclude that Pn is the integral operator 
with kernel 2-n K(2-nx, 2-ny). Since </; generates a multiresolution analysis of 
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£2(R) we conclude from (M2) that Pnf --> f as n --> -oo with respect to the 
strong operator topology. Applying Lemma 4.1 we get that fR K(x, y)dy = 1 for 
a.e. x, that is, 
E <f>(x - k) i ~(y - k)dy = ~(O) f <f>(x - k) = 1. 
k=-oo R k=-oo 
Integrating this expression over (0, 1] we find that 
J~(O)J2 = 1. 
Now, by substituting { = 0 in (4.4) the result stated in Lemma 4.2 follows. 
Remark. 4.3. From H(7r) = 0 it follows that E:,_00 (-l)'"h1c = 0, that is 
(4.13) 
If Jh1cl decreases fast enough, in particular, if h1c = 0 for Jkl large enough, one can 
show that 
H({) = (1 + e-ie)F({), 
where F({) = E~-oo f1ce-ike and (/1c) E £2• 
In the remainder of this section we show that conditions (4.7)-(4.8) along with 
some other (technical) conditions, mainly concerning regularity, yield a multireso-
lution analysis. 
Theorem 4.4. Let (h1c) E f.2(7Z) be a sequence which satisfies 
1 
Jh1cl = 0(1 + k2 ), k _,. oo, (4.14) 
00 00 
and L: hn-21ch..-21 = 61c1- (4.15) 
k=-oo n=-oo 
(4.16) 
Then the infinite product 11~1 H(2-'"{) defines an L 2-function. Let <f> E L2 (R) be 
the function with Fourier transform 
00 
~({) = IT H(r'"fr (4.17) 
k=l 
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Then {<Ii(- - k) I k E 7.l} defines an orthonormal system. Let Vo be the subspace of 
L2(JR) spanned by this system and let Vn = D2'· Vo for n E 'lZ. If efJ is regular then 
the Vn defi.ne a regular multiresolution of L2 (JR). 
The proof of this theorem consists of several steps. We start with a lemma due 
to Daubechies [1, Lemma 3.1, p. 948]. 
Lemma 4.5. Let (h1c) be a sequence with L~=-oo h1c = v'2 and Jet H(f.) = 
2-! :E:,_00 h1ce-ikt;. Assume that for some € > 0 we have 
00 
:L lhkl . lkl" < oo. (4.18) 
k=-oo 
Then fl:,_00 H(2-1cf.) converges pointwise for every f. E JR, and the convergence 
is uniform on compact sets. 
Proof: It is easily seen that 
"" e-ikt; - 1 




!H(f.) - 11 ~ v'2 L lhkl ·I sin ~f.1-
k=-oo 
We assume without loss of generality that€:::; 1 in (4.18). There is a C > 0 such 
that I sin BI :::; CIBI" for every 8 E Ill, which yields that 
00 
IH(f.) - 11:::; he :L lh1cl · l!kf.I":::; C'lf.I". 
k=-oo 
Substituting 2-k f. we find that 
l.lf(rkf.) - 11 ~ c'rk"lf.I''. 






Next we show that this infinite product defines an L2-function. Thereto we intro-
duce the following notation: we put 
M(f.) = IH(f.)12 -
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Furthermore, \Ve let fork?: 1, Mk be the continuous function 
Lemma 4.6. For every k = 1, 2, · · · 
m=O 
m :/= 0. 
Proof: Using that M(~) + M(~ + 7r) = 1 it follows immediately that 
Furthermore, 
where we have used that M(!·) is 4?r-periodic in the last equality. This shows that 
The same relations can be established for k > 2, and we conclude that 
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This concludes the proof. II 
We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4 
Since M(e) ;:; 1, the sequence Mk(~) converges as k ....... oo, 
00 
Moo(e) = lim Mk(~) =TI M(rk() = IHoo(e)[2. (4.20) 
k-+oo 
k=l 
Fatou's lemma [8] gives 
(4.21) 
from which we conclude that H 00 is an element of L2 (JR). Let</> E L2 (1R) be the 
function which has H 00 as its Fourier transform, that is, 
00 
~Ce) = TI H(rke). (4.22) 
k=l 
We show that the system {efi(· - k) I k E 7l} is orthonormal. From Parseval's 
formula we find that 
Suppose we can show that there exists an £ 1-function F such that 
(4.23) 
Then, by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and Lemma 4.6 we derive that 
whence the assertion follows. So it remains to establish ( 4.23) for some F E £ 1 (JR). 
From the regularity condition ( 4.14) and the fact that H(O) = 1 we conclude that 
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we find that 
M00 (f,) = 1 + O(f,), f,--+ 0. (4.24) 
In combination with M 00 (2() = M(f,)M00 (f,) = IH(f.)12 Moo(() and the assumption 
(4.16) this implies that 
(4.25) 
for some c > 0. For If.I::;; 2k7r we have M00 (() = Mk(()M00 (f,/2k) and with (4.25) 
this yields that 
for If.I ::;; 2k7r. However, Mk(f.) = 0 for If.I ~ 2k7r and therefore this inequality holds 
for every f, E JR. Thus (4.23) holds with F = c-1M00 • This shows that the rp(· - k) 
define an orthonormal system. 
We now assume in addition that rp is regular. Let V0 be the vector space 
spanned by the rp(· - k) and let Vn be the spaces deriving from Vo by dilation. 
We must show that the Vn define a multiresolution analysis of L 2 (1R.). To prove 
(Ml) it suffices to show that Vi C Vo. If f E Vo (resp. Vi) then f(f,) = A1(f.)ef;'(f,) 
(resp. fW = A1(2f,);p(2f,)) for some 271"-periodic function At E L2 [0, 271"]. From the 
expression (4.22) for ;j we deduce that 
where H is 271"-periodic and IH(f.)I :'.S 1. From these observations it follows that 
Vi C Vo. Now let Pn be the orthogonal projection on Vn. To prove (M2) we must 
show that 
P_,,.J-+ f and Pnf-+ 0 as n--+ oo, 
with respect to the strong operator topology. Let K ( x, y) be as in ( 4.11), then P n 
is the integral operator with kernel 2-n K(2-nx, 2-ny). It follows with Lemma 4.1 
that Pnf --+ f as n --> -oo. The kernel of Pn satisfies 
and from this inequality we easily derive that Pnf-+ 0 as n--+ oo. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 4.4. Ill 
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Example 4.7. The Haar wavelet basis 
Let ho = h1 = !v'2, then H(e) = (1 + e-ie)/2, and 
and this expression converges towards 
In other words, </> is the characteristic function of the interval [O, 1]. Note that 
indeed 
x 
</>("2) = rf>(x) + rf>(x - 1); 
(see also Figure 1). In this case we have H(e) = e-ii~ cos!e and H(f;, + rr) 
ie-!i~ sin!, yielding that IH(f;.)12 + IH(e + 7r)l2 = 1 (cf. ( 4.6)). 
In the second part of Theorem 4.4 the regularity of </> has to be assumed e:xplic-
itly as it did not follow automatically from the assumptions on h1c. The following 
result, due to Daubechies [1, p. 949] gives sufficient conditions for the regularity of 
</> in terms of the coefficients hk· 
Proposition 4.8. Let H(e) = [Hl + e;e)( F(e) with F(e) = I:;;"=-oo fke-•1ce such 
that the following conditions a.re satisfied: 
00 L lfkl · lkle < oo for some € > 0, (4.26) 
k=-oo 
(4.27) 
for some K E JR. There is a constant C > 0 such that 
00 
1 II H(rkell s c(1 + iw-N+K. (4.28) 
k=l 
§5 Orthonormal wavelet basis 
Assume that the spaces Vn, n E '71, form a multiresolution analysis of L2(lR) with 
<f> the scaling function. Let Wn be the orthogonal complement of Vn in Vn-1' in 
other words, 
(5.1) 
We prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.1. There exists a function if; E Wo, called the mother wavelet, such 
that { v'.{ - k) I k E Zl} forms an orthonormal basis of Wo. If if> is regular then 1/1 is 
regular as well. 
We use the following convention. If Vis a subspace of L2 (lR) then we denote 
by V the subspace of L2 (JR.) consisting of all Fourier transforms of functions in V. 
From the fact that V1 EB W, =Vo we conclude that V1 EB W1 = Vo, that is, W1 
is the orthogonal complement of V1 in V0 . We have seen that 
Vo = { Aif; I A E L~,,} 
~ ~ 2 Vi= {A(2·)ef>(2·) I A E L 2,,}. 
Using that ~(2E) = H(E)~(E) (cf. (4.4)) we get that 
V1 = {A(2·)HJ; I A E L~71'}. 
Let S : Vo -+ £2[0, 2rr] be the unitary operator given by 
S(Aif;) =A. 
Instead of computing W1 directly, we first compute S(W1), which is the orthogonal 
complement of S(V1) in £ 2 [0, 2rr]. It is obvious that 
S(V1) = {A(2·)H I A E L2 [0, 2rr]}. 
Let FE L2[0,2rr] be in the orthogonal complement of S(V1), then we have 
{211' 
Jo A(2E)H(E)F(0~ = o, 
for every 2rr-periodic function A. This means that 
1" A(2E) [ H(E)F(O + H(E + rr)F(E + rr)] ~ = o, 
for every 2rr-periodic function A. But this implies that 
H(E)F(E) + H(E + rr)F(E + rr) = 0. (5.2) 
So for every E E JR., the vector (F((), F(E + rr)) is orthogonal with respect to the 
unit vector (H(E),H(E+rr)) in the vector space C2 . Then there is a function a 
such that 
F(E) = a(()e-i(H"lH(E + rr) 
F(E + rr) = -a(E)e-i(~+"l H((). 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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It follows immediately that a is 71"-periodic. Using ( 4.6) we find that 
a(f,) = ei(frrr) [F(f,)H(f, + 71") - F(f, + 11")H(f,)]. 
From (5.3) we obtain that 
{2'11" {2'11" 
lo IF(f,)l2df, =Jo la(f,)l2IH(f, + 7r)i2df, 
= 1'11" ia(f.)1 2 [IH(f.)1 2 + IH(f, + 7r)l2]df. 
= 1'11" la(f,)l 2df., 
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(5.5) 
from which we conclude that the linear operator F ---+ a given by (5.5) defines an 
isometry from L2 [0, 27r] into L2 [0, 7r]. This yields that 
(5.6) 
forms an orthonormal basis in S(W1). Applying s-1 we find that 
(5.7) 
defines an orthonormal basis of W1 . Let W E W1 be the function with Fourier 
transform 
~(f,) = he-i(i;+,..) H(f, + rr)¥(f.), 
then the family {W(· - 2k) I k E 7l} is an orthonormal basis of W1. Let 1/; E Wo be 
given by 1/; = D! W. Then ;($(2f,) = 2-!~(f,), that is, 
;f(2f,) = e-i(i;+,,.lH(f, + 11")¥Cf.), (5.8) 
thus {'I/;(· - k) I k E L'l} is an orthonormal basis of Wo. Using that e;e;f(2f,) is the 
Fourier transform of !1/;((x + 1)/2) and that 
00 
H(f,+rr)$(f,) = r! L (-l)1ch1ce•1ceif;(f,), 
k=-oo 
we get, by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (5.8), that 
'ljl(x;l)=v12 f (-l)lc+l"Ji1c4>(x+k), 
lc=-oo 
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or in other words 
00 
?f;(x) = J2 L (-l)k'h_k+1<!>(2x - k). (5.9) 
k=-oo 
We observe that the assertion in Theorem 5.1 about the regularity of?/; follows 
immediately from the series expansion (5.9). 
In the case of the Haar wavelet (see Example 4.7) we have ho = h1 = !v'2· 
This yields that ?f;(x) = ef>(2x) - rjJ(2x - 1); (see also Example 1.1). 
The system { 1/;n,k I k E :ll} with 1/;n,k given by 
(5.10) 
defines an orthonormal basis of Wn. Moreover, we can prove the following important 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. The system {'t/Jn,k I k, n E :ll} is an orthonormal basis of L2 (lR). 
This system is called the orthonormal wavelet basis and 1f; is called the mother 
wavelet. To prove this theorem we make the following observations. From the fact 
that w .. J_ Vn and WnEBVn = Vn-1 it follows immediately that the Wn are mutually 
orthogonal. Let Qn be the orthogonal projection on Wn. From 
(5.11) 
we derive that, for m > n, 
m 
Pnf = PrrJ + L Qjf. 
j=n+l 
Using that Pm.f-+ 0 as m--> oo we get that 
00 
Pnf = L Qj/. 
j=n+l 
Furthermore, since Pnf--> fas n-+ -oo, we find that 
(5.12) 
n=-oo 
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§6 Wavelet expansion and filtering 
We can reformulate (5.6) as 
{$(2~) = G(~)~(~), 
where 
G(~) := e-i(H..-) H(~ + rr). 
Let the coefficients 9k be defined by 
or in other words 
9k = (-l)kh_k+l· 
By taking the inverse Fourier transform of (6.1) we get that 
00 








Consider a multiresolution analysis {Vn} with scaling function and mother wavelet 
respectively given by </>and 1/J. Let as before 
rl>n,k(x) = ri <j>(rnx - k), 
'1/Jn,k(x) = ri1jJ(2-nx - k). 
The projections Pn on Vn and Qn on Wn are respectively given by 
00 
Pnf = L c'k(f)r/>n,k, 
k=-oo 
00 








Suppose that Pnf is known through its coefficients c;:. We demonstrate how one 
can express the coefficients c,;+1 of Pn+d and d'k+1 of Qn+if in terms of the c;:. 
From 
00 
r1>(i) = h :L hk<P<x - k) 
k=-oo 
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( cf. ( 4.1)) it follows easily that 
00 
<fan,k = 2:::: ht-2k</>n-l,l · 
l=-oo 
Let H: fl --> £2 (where £2 = £2 (7Z)) be the filter given by 
00 
(Ha)k = L h1-2ka1. 
l=-oo 
We use the notational convention that 
Then we obtain from (6.10) and (6.11) that 
With (5.7) and (6.4) we derive that 
00 
7/Jn,k = L 91-2k<fan-1,l· 
l=-oo 
Defining the filter G by 
00 
(Ga)k = 2:::: 91-2ka1, 
l=-oo 
we derive that 
From (6.11) and (6.14) we deduce that for every n E 7l, 
(</>n,l, <fan-1,k) = hk-2!, 
(7/Jn,l, <fan-1,k) = 9k-2l· 









If F is a filter on £2, then the adjoint filter is the mapping F* : £2 --> £2 which 
satisfies (Fa, b) = (a, F*b). The adjoint filters H*, G* : fl ---+ £2 are respectively 
given by 
00 
(H*a)k = 2:::: hk-21a1, (6.19) 
l=-oo 
00 
(G*a)k = L 9k-21az. (6.20) 
l=-oo 
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Now we can express en-l in terms of en and~- We use (6.17)- (6.18) to derive 
ck-l = (!, rPn-1,k) 
= (P ... _iJ, rPn-1,k) 
= (Pnf + Q,,J, </Jn-l,k) 
00 00 
= ( L c'Nn,l, <l>n-l,k) + ( L dl''l/Jn,l, rPn-l,k) 
l=-oo 1=-oo 
00 00 
= :L hk-21c1 + :L 9k-21d'/'. 
l=-oo l=-oo 
In other words 
(6.21) 
Remark. 6.1. The transition cn-l -+en,~ corresponds to a change of basis in 
Vn-1, namely 
{rPn-l,k [ k E 7Z} -> {</>n,k [ k E 7Z} U {'1/Jn,k [ k E 7Z}. 
The decomposition of the signal cn-l at the level n - 1 into a lower resolution signal 
en and a difference (or detail) signal~ forms the basis for the pyramid algorithm 
described in [6]. 
Note that by (6.2)-(6.3), 
1 00 
V2 L 9k = G(O) = -H(7r). 
k=-oo 
From (4.6) and (4.8) we conclude that [H(7r)[ 2 = 0, hence 
(6.22) 
Combination of (6.13), (6.16), and (6.21) yields that 
(H*H + G*G)cn-l = cn-l, 
from which we conclude that 
H*H + G*G =Id. (6.23) 
In terms of the Fourier transform this relation corresponds to the identity ( 4.6), 
i.e., 
[H(~)[2 + [H(~ + 7r)[2 = 1. 
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Note that both H*H and G*G define projection operators. We compute HH* · Let 
a E !.2, then 
00 00 
(HH*a)k = L .E h1-2kh1-2ma.n. = ak, 
m=-ool=-oo 
by (4.7). This yields that 
HH* =Id. (6.24) 
Similarly we find that 
GG* =Id, (6.25) 
and 
HG* =GH*=O. (6.26) 
H and G are called quadrature miTTOr filters in the literature. 
An alternative proof of the identities (6.24)-(6.26) can be given by exploiting 
the decomposition of Vo into the orthogonal subspaces Vi and W1. Let c, d E t2 be 
arbitrary and define f E Vo by 
00 00 
k=-oo k=-oo 
The first term at the right hand-side lies in Vi whereas the second term lies in W1 -
Alternatively, we can write 
00 
f = L Ck</>O,k1 
k=-oo 
where c = H*c + G*d. Now 
c=Hc=HH*c+HG*d and d=Gc=GH*c+GG*d. 
Since these identities hold for arbitrary c, d E !.2, relations (6.24)- (6.26) follow. 
§7 The sine-wavelet and the Meyer wavelet 
In the present section we discuss two examples of a wavelet basis for which the 
Fourier transform of both the scaling function </> and the wavelet function tjJ has a 
compact support. 
The sine-wavelet 
The first example is the so-called sine-wavelet. Recall that sine is a well-known 
function in signal analysis given by sinc(x) = sinx/x; (see Figure 3). It is easy to 
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Figure 3. The scaling function tjJ(x) 
ponding wavelet function t/J {right). 
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X=0.5 
sine( 11'X) {left) and the corres-
check that the Fourier transform of sine( 1l'X) is the characteristic function of the 
interval [-11', 11']. 
Let Vo be the subspace of L2 (JR.) given by 
Vo={! E L2(JR.) I supp(J) ~ [-11', 11']}, 
where supp(f) is the support of the function f. To see that (M4) is satisfied, take 
f E Vo. Since the Fourier transform off(· - k) is given by e-ik] it is clear that 
f(· - k) E Vo. Let V,. be the space derivinr; from Vo by dilation. Then 
V,.. = {! E L 2 (JR.) I supp(J) ~ [-r"11', r"7r]}. 
Therefore (Ml) is trivially satisfied. The projection P,. is given by 
and from this expression one easily derives that P,.f -+ f as n -+ -oo. Therefore 
(M2) holds as well. 
We show that <P(x) = sinc(11'x) is a scaling function, that means, the collection 
<P(· - k), k E 2Z constitutes an orthonormal basis of Vo. To prove this observe that 
the Fourier transform of x-+ sinc(11'x) is the characteristic function of the interval 
[-11', 11']. This yields that 
r sinc(11'x)sinc(11'(X - k))dx = -21 r e•'°ecte = OkQ, }R 11' l--.r 
from which the assertion follows. Considering x as a complex variable Vo becomes 
the Paley-Wiener space consisting of entire functions of exponential type at most 
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7r [10, p. 105ff]. For f E Vo we have 
00 
11111 2 = I: lt(k)l2 , 
k=-oo 
and 00 
f(x) = L f(k)sinc(7r(x - k)). 
k=-oo 
The latter series is called the cardinal series and plays an important role in signal 
analysis where it is known as the sampling theorem. 
The coefficients hk are determined by the relation 
00 
4'C~) = v'2 I: hkcfJ(x - k), 
k=-oo 
and we find that 
1 . (-l)k 
ho = .J2' h2k = 0 if k f= 0, h2k+1 = v'2 7r(2k + l) · 
The 27r-periodic function H(~) = r! E~-00 hke-ike can easily be found from the 
relation 
~(2~) = H(~)~(~), 
and the fact that ~ is the characteristic function of the interval [-7r, rr]. 
i l l l 
--t------r-' -,.... ..... ------;...-
-lt 0 1t 
-211: --1[ 0 1t 211: 
Figure 4. The functions ~and ;j;. 
The Fourier transform ;j; of the corresponding wavelet function 1/; is given by 
where G is related to H through (6.2). Thus we find that ;j}(~) = e-•(e/2+,,.) if 
rr :S l~I :::; 21T and 0 elsewhere; (see Figure 4). Since H = O in a neighbourhood of 
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n we find that G(r) (0) = 0 for every integer r 2:: 0. This yields that ;jCr) (0) = 0 for 
r 2:: 0, and therefore 
L xr'lj;(x)dx = 0 for every r 2:: 0. 
In this example 1f; can be computed explicitly as the inverse Fourier transform of {f. A straightforward computation shows that 
1f;(x) = cos7rx - sin2nx _ 
7r(~ - x) 
Note that 1f; is symmetric around x =~,that is 7./J(x) = 1/J(l - x); (see Figure 3). 
The Meyer wavelet 
The second example which we discuss in this section is closely related to the previous 
one. This example was first reported by Yves Meyer and for that reason it is often 
called the Meyer wavelet; however, Meyer called it the Littlewood-Paley wavelet. In 
fact, the main difference between this example and the sine-wavelet discussed above 
is that the Fourier transform of the Meyer wavelet has arbitrary high regularity. 
We denote by '.D(R) the space of all functions which have compact support and 
are infinitely many times differentiable. By S(R) we denote the class of functions 
f which are infinitely many times differentiable and satisfy the estimates 
for all nonnegative integers p, n. It is obvious that '.D(R) ~ S(R). Furthermore it 
can be shown that 
f E S{R) <=* J E S(R). 
The wavelet 1./J which we construct below will have the following properties: 
• $ has finite support 
• 1./J, ;j E S(R) 
• 7./J(x) = 1f;(l - x), for x ER 
• JR xP'!jJ(x)dx = 0 for every integer p 2:: 0. 
A comprehensive discussion on the Meyer wavelet can also be found in [7] and [3]. 
We start by choosing a function P with the following properties: 
(i) PE '.D(R) 
(ii) P is even, i.e., P(~) = P(-~) 
(iii) 0 s: p s: 1 
(iv) P has finite support, to be precise supp(P) = (-4n /3, 4n /3) 
(v) P(~) = 1 for~ E [-27r/3,2n/3] 
(vi) P(~) 2 + P(27r - 0 2 = 1 for 0 S: ~ S: 2n. 
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Figure 5. The function 'if; = P used in the con-
struction of the Meyer wavelet. 
Thus P is a function with a shape as depicted in Figure 5. At the end of this section 
we shall make a short remark concerning the construction of such a function P. 
It is easy to verify that for every k E 'l.l, 
L e-ike P(~) 2 = 271' · 6ko· (7.1) 
There exists a function</> E S(JR) with Fourier transform 
'ef>=P. (7.2) 
Then l </>(x){iJ(x - k)dx = 2~ L e;kel'ef>(Ol2~ 
= 2~ L e;kelP(~)l2~ = 6ko· 
Thus{</>(· - k) I k E 7l} is an orthonormal system. Let Vo be the space spanned by 
this system and let Vn be the spaces obtained by dilation. Then Vo = {A'if; I A E 
2 ~ ~ 2 .~ ~ L2,..} and V_1 ={A</>(!·) I A E L411'}. We show that Vo c V_1, that IS, Vo c v-1· 
Let H be the 27!'-periodic function (see Figure 6). 
H(~) = P(2~), ~ E [-7!',11-j. 
-27t -7t 0 7t 27t 
Figure 6. The periodic function H. 
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Then 
~2f.) = H(f,)ef;(f,). (7.3) 
To understand this one should observe that ef;(e) = 1 for every f. in the support of 
ef;(2·). With (7.3) it follows easily that Vo C V-1· Using property (v) of Pit is easy 
to prove that 
JH(f.)J 2 +JH(f.+11-)12 = 1. (7.4) 
We have thus shown that the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are fulfilled. Note that 
(4.14) follows from the fact that H is infinitely often differentiable. Let G({) = 
e-•(H ... ) H(f. + 11"), then 
1$(f,) = G(.{ )if;({) = e-•C!+ ... ) H(.{ + 11")ef;(.{) 2 2 2 2 . 
A straightforward computation shows that 
supp({$) = (-87r/3, -27r/3) U (27r/3,87r/3); 
(see Figure 7). 
I 
-lO!t/3 -81!'/3 -21t -41!'/3 -21!'/3 0 21!'/3 47t/;3 21t 81!'/3 lOx/3 
Figure 7. The Fourier transform 1$. 
Therefore 1$ E S(lR) and thus 'ljJ E S(lR). We call 'ljJ the Meyer wavelet. Fro::m 
(7.3), (7.4) and the fact that H(f.) ~ 0 everywhere one easily derives that 
(7.5) 
Note that, just as in the example of the sinc-wav~let,~the wavelet transform has 
the effect of a band-pass filter. It is clear that e•e/2 '1jJ(f.) is even, and with this 
observation it is not difficult to show that 
'ljJ(x) = 'l/J(l - x). 
Finally, since Q(P)(O) = 0 for every integer p ~ O, we get that ~(P)(O) = 0 for every 
p ~ 0. Therefore we have 
L x"'l/;(x)dx = 0, p ~ 0. 
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We conclude this example with a remark about the construction of a function P 
satisfying the properties mentioned at the beginning of this section, in particular 
the property that P(€)2 + P(27r - €)2 = 1 for every €- Choose a C00-function 
0 on [O, 27r] with a = 0 on [O, 27r /3], increasing on (27r /3, 47r /3) and a = 7r /2 on 
[4?r/3,27r]. Furthermore let Q be symmetric with respect to the point e = 7r, that is 
7r 
a(27r - €) = 2 - a(e); 






0 27t/3 1t 47t/3 
Figure 8. The C00-function a. 
21t 
Define P(€) = cos 0(€) for € E [O, 27r]. Then P(27r - €) = cos a(27r - €) 
cos(7r/2- a<e)) =sin a(€), from which it follows immediately that P(€)2 + P(27r -
€)2 = 1. 
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